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Why Now?

Market Evolution –
An Investor’s
Perspective

The Digital Economy Presents Tremendous Opportunity For Development
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The digital revolution, still in its infancy, is
already showing benefits for individuals (access
to products/services), for businesses (access to
markets/finance) and for government
(efficiency/reach)

The Digital
Economy offers
development
practitioners and
investors the
By lowering costs and scaling access to services
opportunity to
essential to development such as health,
help client
education, finance and infrastructure,
digitization is accelerating the ability to
countries and
achieve the SDGs by 2030
the private
sector
accelerate
Technological advancements are impacting
traditional paths for development,
development
potentially increasing hurdles for those left
behind

A Number Of Emerging Macro-trends, Largely Related To Technology, Are
Disrupting Traditional FIS’ Competitive Advantages In The Provision Of Financial
Services
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Market
Evolution

Rapid growth of DFS globally:
Across the globe we are seeing how the

rapid expansion of DFS is driving the
growth of inclusive economies.

Widespread adoption and use of digital
finance could increase the GDP of all
emerging economies by

6 percent, or

$3.7 trillion, by 2025, and create 95
million

jobs across all sectors.

Disruptive innovations are breaking down
barriers across sectors:

Market
Evolution

Beyond finance, key sectors include
energy, agriculture, education, health care,
tourism and housing.
Innovations in
technology are giving rise to new business
models and partnerships, vastly expanding
the scope, reach and sophistication of
financial services.
New investors (i.e. China’s F-Road, Baidu,
Ant, Tencent) are entering emerging
markets.
The success of these inclusive businesses
and disruptive innovations is an important
driver of inclusive growth.

Investors are seeking new asset classes and

Market
Evolution

the industry is seeing record levels of funding
over the recent years, averaging over

billion

$31

investments year-on-year globally

in Fintechs.

Financial inclusion is expected to continue to
gain momentum, as international funders
increased their commitments to a historic
high of

US$37 billion

in 2016, with

private sector funding more than doubling
their growth as compared to the public sector.

Market
Evolution

While opportunities have increased, so have
risks for DFS, particularly for the lower income
customers in developing, nascent, fragile and
conflict affected markets.
Risks range from unfair pricing, push-marketing
and non-transparent
disclosures;
weak
financial
awareness/capability;
overindebtedness; lack of customer recourse; loss
of customer funds or access due to fraud, data
breach, blacklisting; or system errors with weak
DFS infrastructures; among others.
These risks are more significant for the poor
and vulnerable (rural, women, elderly, youth,
migrants) in markets.
In Kenya, over 600,000 citizens have been blacklisted for
failure to repay loans of as little as US$1, without any
explanation or recourse (RFF VIII 2017).

Market
Evolution

Customer trust is a fundamental building block for
scaling digital inclusion. Increased access, reliability,
convenience and cost-effectiveness builds customer
trust.
Trust enables customers to increase DFS use, to
gradually improve their lives with diversified products
and potentially contribute to economic growth.
Responsible finance has been a persistent topic postglobal financial crisis. IFC and its Responsible Finance
Forum (RFF) partners have since convened annual
global fora linked to G20/GPFI meetings in Australia,
China, Turkey and Germany.
Since 2016, China has been at the forefront of
innovations in digital finance, and led the endorsement
of the G20 High Level Principles for Digital Financial
Inclusion. Chinese services providers contributed
substantially to formulating these principles with F-Road
being the first proponent.
Going Forward: Argentina as holder of the G20
presidency in 2018 further announced its priority focus
on consumer protection and digitization, with emphasis
on rapid innovations: blockchain technology, digital
identity/UID for the informal or excluded, the rise of
superplatforms, AI, big data, etc…

Investor Guidelines

Investor
Response

•

Develop the first global “Investor Guidelines” for Investing in
Responsible Digital Financial Services” in collaboration with a
group of co-leading investors and innovators as Signatories of
the guidelines.

•

Transform latest industry principles, which are anchored in
G20 HLPs, into due diligence tools for investors to implement
actionable private sector investments and solutions.

•

Enable investors to better assess risks holistically when
investing in DFS, through relevant tools in the investment
cycle, in line with prospective investees’ business models and
by using various investment instruments and/or advisory
support for responsible DFS capacity.

•

Catalyze broader private sector investor awareness, build a
critical mass of investors to co-invest in new technology and
customer solutions with potential and existing DFS investees.

•

Be agile collaborators, engage with global industry and
proactively partner with innovative leaders in responsible DFS
given the rapidly evolving digital landscapes.

•

Enhance value-add and competitiveness through customer
trust and loyalty, mitigate potential operational and reputation
risks.

Proposed
Investor
Response
Guidelines

Investing in Responsible Digital
Financial Services

Anchored in the G20 High Level Principles for Digital
Financial Inclusion
Private-Public Sector Collaboration with Responsible
Finance Forum

1
2
3
4
5

Promote Responsible
Investment in Digital
Finance

6
7
8
9
10

Promote Fair and
Transparent Pricing

Manage Risks
Comprehensively with Growth
of Digital Inclusion

Improve Disclosure of Terms
and Conditions for Customers

Foster a Proportionate Legal
and Regulatory Framework

Enhance Customer
Services for Problem
Resolution and
Product Innovation

Facilitate
Interoperability and
Infrastructures for DFS
Ecosystems

Establish Customer
Identity, Data Privacy and
Security Standards

Prevent Overindebtedness,
Strengthen Digital
Literacy and Financial
Awareness

Track Progress to Mitigate
Risks and Expand DFS
Opportunities

Signatories
Proposed – Broad
Base
of Investors,
Response
Investees

Proposed
Our Goals
Response
As Signatories, our goal is to
accelerate investments that create
value-added benefits for digital
finance customers
and broader digital ecosystems.
We strive to catalyze
investments in responsible
digital innovation. We collaborate
with industry and technology
leaders as partners to finetune evolving solutions, emerging
evidence and business models for
inclusive growth.

Potential Actions
Proposed
for Signatories –
Response
Using Investor
Guidelines

•

Investors and Endorsers as Signatories may apply
Potential Actions as part of their investment processes,
operations or business models as relevant to their market
and investment context.

•

Potential Actions for Signatories are based on current
industry experience, to be adapted or refined as
investments are assessed during due diligence; learning
through agile approaches with industry evidence and
strategic partner coordination.

•

Not a compliance or certification process due to lack of
consistent standards so far. Work in progress – an
inclusive effort to actively engage investors, investees and
industry given today’s evolving DFS landscapes, business
models and investment stages or strategies.

•

New focus on agile investor-industry collaboration towards
responsible DFS, less on compliance “it’s too early to tell”:
openly share ongoing lessons or case studies from “live”
investments, or from piloting evolving industry
standards/certifications. Explore potential co-investment
to further promote and support investee implementation
for responsible DFS.

•

Endorsers (investee providers or operators) as Signatories
are encouraged to innovate digital and
technology solutions for customers, adapt
relevant practices into business models and operations,
and share lessons that create customer value to drive
business and investment performance.
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Digital Transformation of
Microfinance Institutions
Anup Singh

Agenda
►

Digital Credit – Context, Landscape, Key Concerns, and
Emerging Lessons

►

Digital Transformation for Microfinance Institutions

►

Implementing Digital Transformation for Microfinance
Institutions - Way Forward for Institutions and Investors
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Digital Credit
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Conventional versus Digital Credit
Digital Credit is growing rapidly and is democratizing credit with instant, automated, and remote processes, meeting short -term
liquidity needs of low- and middle-income populations.

Conventional Credit

Points of Comparison

Days/weeks/months

Decision Making Time

Instant

Human judgment

Risk Assessment

Automated

In-person

Transactions

Remote

No

No
Source: Chen and Mazer (2016)
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Use of Alternative
Data
Use of Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning

Digital Credit

Yes

Yes

Digital Credit is Growing Rapidly
China
► Qudian
► Ant Financial
► Tencent

Philippines
► Lendr
► Pawnhero
► Fuse Lending
► Loansolutions
► Uploan
► Lendme
► Mynt
► AMP
► Leverage
► First Circle

Mexic o
► Konfio
► Kueski
► Kubu
Financiero

V enezuela
► Tienda Pago
Chile
► Tienda Pago

Tanzania
► Mpawa
► Timiza
► Nivushe
Zimbabw
e
► Ecocas
Uganda
h
►
►
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Jumo
MoKash

Keny a (50+
providers)
► M-Shwari
► Branch
► Tala
► Saida
► KCB Mpesa
► Equitel
► OKash
► Kopo Kopo

India
► MoneyView
► IndiaLends
► ZestMoney
► Finance Buddha
► Capital Float
► KredX
► KapitalTech
► Indifi
► LendingKart
► Neogrowth

Key Concerns on Digital Credit
Non-performing loans
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1

5

Over-indebtedness and
“negative listing”

Adverse selection

2

6

Limited focus on building
strong algorithmic checks
and balances

High interest rates

3

7

Limited avenues for digital
footprint aggregation

Customer protection, data
security and privacy

4

8

“Gaming the System”

Increasingly Digital Loans in Kenya are Used for Business
37

Uses of Digital Credit

35

~5 million users

- CGAP 2018

$
20

%

15
10

Source CGAP, 2018 “Kenya’s Digital Credit Revolution 5 Years On”
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% of
Respondents
Citing Use

10

7

5

4

Average loan size ~$35
Typically repayable in a month

ARP Interest 50-600+%

Next frontiers in Digital Credit:
► Move from nano-loans to MSME
loans
► Better designed products with
focus on business loan of
reasonable size
► Segmentation approach

3 Digital Credit Borrowers’ Persona

Repayer

Juggler

Defaulter

Digital credit may displace microfinance (i.e. good borrowers taken over by digital credit lenders) or
will have severe impact on microfinance portfolio (on account of credit juggling)
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Digital Credit – High Potential To Financially Include (1)
Correlation Between Origination FICO and
Rating Grade Assigned by Lending Club

% Correlation

80%

37%

Year of Origination

Credit Card and Debt
Consolidation
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All
Loans

Digital credit providers
will eventually cream
off the high value
customers leaving the
lower value, less
profitable customers in
more rural locations
with the MFIs

Digital Credit – High Potential To Financially Include (2)
Equity Bank in Kenya has already begun to leverage digital banking (especially app, USSD, and agency channels)
to effectively serve mass market.

Transactions through Various Channel
(Millions in a Financial Year)

300.0

250.0

Only 5% of Equity Bank’s
transactions are conducted

200.0

251.6

Mobile-based

61.9

66.2

Agent

24.8

21.6

ATM

227.4

150.0

100.0

50.0

Branch

-

2012
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2013

Branch

ATM

2014

Agent

2015

Mobile-based

20.5
2016

E-Banking

18.6
2017

E-Banking

Digital Transformation for
Microfinance Institutions
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Disruption.
Fact
Hyper Competition.
Another Fact
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Disruption
►People

►Culture
►Technology
►Demographics
►Economy

Would microfinance institutions using traditional approaches be able to
cope in the changing landscape and context?
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Exercise 1.1 MFIs of Future
Individually, think of 3 key strategic implications for the MFIs
of the future. You may use sticky notes to jot down your
thoughts. Please include one thought on one sticky note.
Time: 3 mins
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The Financial Institution of the Future

8
Strategic Implications to think about
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1
The Financial
Institution Of
The Future
Does Not Say
Digital.

35

Stop Saying Digital
► The aspect of being digital should
be demonstrated, not said, in:
► Mission and vision
► Processes and practice
► People and culture

2
The Financial
Institution Of
The Future
Has to
Manage
People’s
Expectations.
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Customer Expectations
► Customer-centric financial solutions
delivered efficiently
► Fair pricing of products and services
explained in customer language
► Accessibility to their money as and when
they require
► Ease of understanding of services
► Immediate recourse in case of a problem
► Transparent processes
► Trust in tech-driven processes

Staff Profile is Set to Change as well..
Current People
► Tellers
► Data Crunchers
► KYC
► Credit Judgements
► Brand Loyalty
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Future People
► HCD Experts
► Data Scientists
► UI and UX Designers
► AI and ML Managers
► Empathy Redux

3
The Financial
Institution Of The
Future
Has to Deliver
Innovative Solutions
within Time and
Space Transitions.
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Digital Model Eliminates
► Human touch
► Physical touch points
► Innate customer awareness
► Humane approach to customer problem
High-tech and high-touch model works. MFIs
have relationships, data, innate customer
awareness, and local understanding.
How do we ensure that the microfinance
institution delivers innovative solutions within
space and time transitions?

4
The Financial
Institution Of The
Future
Should Be Driven By
User Experience.
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User Experience is Fundamental
► Mimic users’ behaviours and attitudes
► Clear, obvious, and intuitive services
► Assess users’ bottlenecks
► Incorporate the customer journey
approach
► Think about the progressive learning
curve of users
► Implement design thinking
► Personalize experience

User Profile is Changing..
Customer Profile Now
► Unsegmented
► Homogenous
► Focused on comfort
► One or two channels
► Brand loyalty
► Analog

Customer Profile of Future
► Highly segmented
► Heterogeneous
► Efficient services
► Omni channel
► Brand differentiation
► Digital

How do we ensure that the microfinance institution delivers right
solutions in a right way to the evolving user profiles?
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5
The Financial
Institution Of The
Future
Must Reinvent its
Culture.
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Role of Culture
► Culture and behavioural challenges are
the most significant barriers to digital
transformation
► Change and innovation are always
difficult – especially for legacy
businesses

Reinventing Institutional Culture..
Old Culture
► Product and process
centered
► Sympathy
► Laborious
► Definite
► You come to us
► Transactional

Re-Inventing Culture to
► Client-centered
► Passionate
► Empathy
► Agile and innovative
► Dynamic and evolving
► At your service
► Trust and relationships

How do we ensure that the microfinance institution delivers right
solutions in a right way to the evolving user profiles?
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6
The Financial
Institution Of The
Future
Must Be Prepared
To Take on Hyper
Competition.
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Hyper Competition
► Microfinance institutions find
themselves competing with similar
institutions, banks, fintechs, telcos,
super platforms, and tech giants
► They are up against institutions that
provide acute product
differentiation, capital advantages,
glocal footprints, likeability, and
vertical integration capacities

7
The Financial
Institution Of The
Future
Has To Manage
Institutional and
Client Risks.
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Consider Risks Emerging From
► Not transforming
► Replicating/emulating
► Transformation
Emerging Risks from Transformation
► Institutional risks: strategic, technology,
partnerships, operational
► Client risks: pricing and fees,
overcharging, agent-related risks, fraud,
recourse mechanism, and data
privacy/security

8
The Financial
Institution Of The
Future
Is Digital and
Analogue.
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So This
►Data Analytics
►Mobility
►Cloud Computing
►Artificial
Intelligence and
Machine Learning

But Also This
► Relationships
► Trust
► Empathy
► In Person
► Advisory

In Summary
The Financial Institution Of The Future will have
1. Stopped Saying Digital
2. Managed People’s Expectations
3. Delivered Innovative Solutions within Space and Time Transitions
4. Driven by User Experience
5. Reinvented its Culture
6. Responded Hyper Competition
7. Managed Risks
8. Gone Digital and Stayed Analog
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So, What Should We Do
About It?
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Exercise 1.2 Likely Challenges and Way Forward for MFIs of the Future

In table groups, discuss:
► What are the likely challenges that MFIs may face in the
digital transformation?
► What may the MFIs do to cope up in the changing landscape
and context? How may investors support the MFIs?
Please be prepared to present your responses in the plenary
Time: 10 mins
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Struggles of Financial Institutions to Transform

49

Adding key technical resources will
do much to stimulate change – but
can only be done through a
strategy driven from the top, and
understood through the institution

04
05

01

New competition, changing
expectations, and aggressive
moves from industry leaders ,
leave many financial institutions
struggling to respond

02

Reasonable level of knowledge
of digitisation at governance
level however, limited
understanding/experience of
actual implementation

Financial institutions need a
variety of technical support in
order to focus their resources, and
the resources of their
shareholders, investors and donors.

03

Technical skills available to
meet this challenge are low to
moderate, refocusing existing
resources

Through an articulated approach to
support there is every prospect of
equitable and significant digital
transformation which focuses
directly on digital financial
inclusion
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For Microfinance Institutions
►Revisit

business model.
►Reboot strategy. Where is the focus? Which markets, which
customers? What are your distinctive capabilities?
►Start from the customer experience. What’s broken, and
what do customers dislike?
►Tap into the best new technologies coming through, via
collaborations with FinTechs and technology providers.
►Attract lively and creative people.
►Take a hard look at cost base. Figure out how best to
compete with digital upstarts or digital pioneers with your
traditional cost structures.
►In all of this, do not forget about your customers.
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How Can Investors Help?
►Push

the reboot. A full strategy review of future focus, and a
digital migration.
►Learn the lingo. Teach yourself the essence of the key
technologies that are looming: cloud computing, big data,
mobility. Enhance the collective Digital Quotient.
►Support the transition. Optimize the current; burn (some of)
the old; midwife the new.
►Prepare to experiment and burn some money. Try little bets
on alternative futures.
►Support institutions to rethink about their people. Which
world are they recruiting for?
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Time for an Innovations Lab for Microfinance?
I. Support Microfinance
Institutions’ Digital Transformation

II. Nurture FinTechs to
Support Microfinance
Institutions Digital
Quest
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III. Share Best Practices
and Lessons Learnt in a
Community of Practice

I. Support Microfinance Institutions’ Digital Transformation

Provide experts, products/ solutions, policies, processes,
practices, risk management, and partnerships to MFIs to
transform.
Use a cascaded-approach as an efficient and effective method
to transfer skills to build capacities to transform:
► Provide initial support to a select number of MFIs to set up
systems.
► Select staff from the MFI to provide expert services as
Transformation Advisors (thoroughly trained, with hands-on
experience, and certified)
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Digital Readiness Assessment Framework
Digital Readiness Assessment (DRA) to inform areas for technical support and
capacity building. DRA focuses on:
► Strategic direction of the institution, its current and anticipated customer
base
► Knowledge of the Board and executive with respect to digital transformation
► Existing information technology infrastructure – the core CBS and collateral
systems
► Challenges currently being experienced by the institution with its
information technology infrastructure
► Degree of digitisation of channels, processes, customer experience
► Digital ecosystem existing in the country, the regulatory environment,
interoperability
► Resource allocation for transformation
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Digital Transformation Components
6. Data Analytics

1. Strategic Partnerships

Being able to use data for
decision making through the
application of artificial
intelligence and machine
learning.

5. Experience Led

Strategic
Partners
hips

Data
Analytics

Ensuring that the UX – or user
experience is first class.

Enterprise
Wide Agile
Digital
Transformation

Experience
Led

4. Human Centered Design
Putting people’s needs at the
center of digital transformation.
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Partnerships are required to
operationalize digital banking,
many of these partnerships with
be with financial technology
companies.

2. Enterprise Wide
Use
test and learn approaches in
Agile
product development – but goes
further into actual
responsiveness

Flexible
Technology

Human
Centered
Design

3. Flexible Technology
Having the right technology
platforms, but also data
structure which facilitates data
analytics.

II. Nurture FinTechs to Support Microfinance Institutions Digital Quest (1)
►

►
►

►
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Select promising ideas and FinTech deployments that have the potential to
resolve the constraints identified based on the digital readiness
assessment of MFIs
Incubate such ideas to develop scalable solutions to support MFIs
transform
Such FinTechs also are potential investments as they have a readily
available client base (MFIs) and have been built grounds-up from the
support of the investors (thus investors have innate knowledge of the
promise of the FinTech)
Drive social and responsible design of financial solutions by Fintechs

II. Nurture FinTechs to Support Microfinance Institutions Digital Quest (2)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

OPERATIONAL
Problem definition and marketing
Design sprints
Mentoring support
Strategy formulation
Operational design and business modelling
Product, processes, and policies
development
Market insights and refinement of offerings
to cater to low-income and emerging-middle
class
Regulatory and policy compliance
Partnerships to scale-up business
Operational support needed to take product
and team from MVP to seed funding

FINANCIAL

• Funding and capital structuring
• Financial projections and budgeting
• Investment – debt, equity, and
mezzanine funding
• Funding linkages
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TECHNICAL
Design sprints
Data analytics
Technology validation
APIs and linkages
Management Information
Systems and Decision
Support System
• Risk Management
• Customer Relationship
Management
• Advanced algorithms and
big data analytics
•
•
•
•
•

III. Share Best Practices and Lessons Learnt in a Community of Practice (1)
Objective
► Common identity, purpose and value for digital transformation in the microfinance
sector to meet industry objectives
► Community of practice for common learning, knowledge management and
continuous improvement
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III. Share Best Practices and Lessons Learnt in a Community of Practice (2)
Approach
► Catalogue and share best practices with a specific focus on approach and process
► Provide opportunities for MFIs’ Board and CEO in a peer-to-peer mode of learning and
information exchange
► Support change management in MFIs through a focused approach of providing
implications of code of conduct, guidelines on the digital transformation of an MFI
► Complement existing webinar series on digital credit and launch a new series of
webinars for MFIs’ staff members
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Innovations Lab for Microfinance
I. Support Microfinance
Institutions’ Digital Transformation

II. Nurture FinTechs to
Support Microfinance
Institutions Digital
Quest
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III. Share Best Practices
and Lessons Learnt in a
Community of Practice

MicroSave is globally recognized as the local expert in financial inclusion
Some of our partners and clients

190 staff in 11

Inter national FI consulting

20+

offices ar ound the
wor ld

fir m with
year s of
exper ience

Pr ojects in

~50

developing countr ies

Our impact so far

300+
Clients

>750
Publications

Assisted development of digital G2P
ser vices used by

Implemented

350 million+
people

>75 DFS projects

Developed

250+ FI products

Trained 7,700+

and channels now used by

leading FI specialists globally

50 million+ people
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MicroSave Corporate brochure

|

Contact us at info@microsave.net

Asia Head Office

Africa Head Office

28/35, Ground Floor, Princeton Business Park,
16 Ashok Marg, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, India 226001
Tel : +91-522-228-8783 | Fax : +91-522-406-3773 | Email : Manoj@MicroSave.net

Shelter Afrique House, Mamlaka Road,
P.O. Box 76436, Yaya 00508, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel : +25-420-272-4801 | Fax : +25-420-272-0133 | Email : Isaac@MicroSave.net
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Agenda
• 9.00-9.15: Recap of Day 1 and Overview of Day 2
• 9.15-10.00: Investing in Responsible Digital Financial Services
• 10.00-10.30: Coffee Break
• 10.30-12.00: Digital Transformation of MFIs
• 12.00-13.00: Lunch
• 13.00-14.00: Investors’ Experience with Outcomes
• 14.00-15.30: Breakout Sessions: SME, Fintech, and Outcomes
• 15.30-16.00: Wrap up and next steps for Social Investor Working Group

65
SPTF Social Investor
Working Group Meeting

18-19 Ju ne 2018

Symbiotics SPM Framework
1.

Stories

2. Intentions

3. Outreach

4. Outcome

1.1 Beneficiaries 2.1 Mission

3.1 Markets

4.1 Financial security

1.2 Practitioners 2.2 Norms

3.2 Investees

4.2 Household
consumption

1.3 Endorsers

3.3 End-clients

4.3 Employment &
entrepreneurship

2.3 Practices
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SPTF Social Investor
Working Group Meeting

18-19 Ju ne 2018

SME Finance Outcomes Measurement
▪ Measuring outcomes of the
SME beneficiaries (endclients) of the Loans for
Growth fund
▪ Focusing on employment
and business growth
▪ Sample of 500+ SMEs in 12
countries
▪ To be tracked annually for
four years (2017-2020)

Survey design

Sharing results
with investors &
investees

Sampling

Data validation
& analysis

Hiring thirdparty
consultants

Consultants
conduct face-toface interviews

67
SPTF Soci al Investor
Worki ng Group Meeting

18-19 Ju ne 2018

What do we measure?
▪ 150+ qualitative and
quantitative indicators
▪ Focusing on
employment and
business growth
▪ Seven main dimensions of
the survey

I.

Characteristics of the
Business and the Business
Owner
II. Accounting and Business
Practices
III. Business Assets
IV. Loans and Access to Credit
V. Employment
VI. Business Expenditures,
Income and Profits
VII. Business Challenges
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Key Outcomes 2017

Average daily
wage rate
US$ 10.16

31% femaleowned SMEs
35% female
employees

23% industryrelated
enterprises

SPTF Soci al Investor
Worki ng Group Meeting

18-19 Ju ne 2018

10,421
employees hired
•
86% fulltime
•
17% youth
(under 25)

86% formal
sector SMEs

93% had zero
incidences of
occupational
injury

82% have a
bank account
used for
business
purposes

Why do we measure social performance?
Social Mission

Sustainability

Social Returns

Financial Returns

Set of KPIs aligned with the Foundation’s
mission and based on our clients’ data

Mission

Client data

Focusing on our clients’ outcomes
We don’t want to prove impact, but to signal our
clients’ progress to see if we are in tune with our
mission and how can we improve our impact
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Our internal segmentation

84%

80%

Micro-enterprise monthly per capita net income

Vulnerable clients

Not vulnerable
“Vulnerability line”
3x Poverty line

Vulnerable not
poor

Poor
Ext. Poor

Poverty line
(urban/rural)
Extreme poverty line
(urban/rural)

BBVA MF Social Performance Report 2017
2_According to each country’s official poverty line (distinguishing between rural and urban environments). Source: Each country´s national information centers. Clients whose per capita net income (i.e. profit
obtained from their micro-enterprise) divided by the number of members in the family unit (per capita) is no more than 3 times the poverty line of their corresponding country and type of environment
(rural/urban).

Entrepreneurs perform positively over time

•
•

The analysis is based on client
outcomes depending on their business
surpluses.
On average, clients’ net incomes
perform positively over the time they
have a relationship with our institutions

Performance of “poor” clients

There is great potential for making further progress in
understanding how the performance of vulnerable
entrepreneurs develops, by better adapting the
product offering to their needs

Agenda
• 9.00-9.15: Recap of Day 1 and Overview of Day 2
• 9.15-10.00: Investing in Responsible Digital Financial Services
• 10.00-10.30: Coffee Break
• 10.30-12.00: Digital Transformation of MFIs
• 12.00-13.00: Lunch
• 13.00-14.00: Investors’ Experience with Outcomes
• 14.00-15.30: Breakout Sessions: SME, Fintech, and Outcomes
• 15.30-16.00: Wrap up and next steps for Social Investor Working Group

Fintech – Breakout
Session
Anup Singh

Introduction to Fintechs
USD 45 Bn in capital has been
invested in the fintech start-ups
globally

Fintech disrupts
established business
models by creating
new and efficient
means of providing
services

Fintech or Financial
Technology refers to
organisations combining
innovative business models
and technology to enable,
enhance and disrupt
financial services
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Fintechs are leveraging
on technology and
creating new
distribution
channels

Fintechs have led to the
emergence of new customer
segments previously
unreached
8,000+ fintech startups serve users across 16
financial services categories globally

Fintech Ecosystem
Financial Ser vices, Competition, and
Telecommunic ations Regulator s

Commer cial, Philanthr opic, and
Impact Investor s

Acceler ator fir ms and incubation
centr es

Reg u lators
In cu bators
and
A ccelerators

End user s and consumer s of Fintech
pr oducts, ser vices, and solutions

In v estors

User s
FINTECH
S

T echnology
Serv ice
Pr ov iders
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V ir tual spaces, digital media,
associations and peer gr oups

Pr iv ate Sector
Play ers
Resea rch
In st itutions

Technology vendor s and ser vices pr ovider s
for cloud computing, Ar tificial Intelligenc e,
IoT, Big data analytics, Softwar e as a
Ser vices, Data as a Ser vice

Media and
Net working
Or ganisations

Banks, financial institutions, FMCG,
and other pr ivate sector player s
tapping into FinTech ser vices

Exercise 1.1 Fintechs Potential and Challenges

In table groups, discuss:
► Potential of fintechs for disruption of microfinance sector
► Challenges faced by the fintechs
Please be prepared to present your responses in the plenary
Time: 8 mins
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Key Constraints to Growth of Fintechs

Poor Market Understanding
▪ Do n ot a ddress real problem – m ism atch
bet ween the solution and market needs
▪ Poor u nderstanding of potential market and
seg m ents
▪ Fin t ech solutions are often not geared t o high
v olume, low value, low incom e segments

Poor Risk / Regulation
Preparedness
▪ La ck of adequate preparedness for risk
m anagement
▪ La ck of understanding of the regulatory
en v ironment
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Lack of Funding
▪ Lim ited avenues for funding
▪ Lim ited investment from the fintech
en t repreneur due to lack of capital
▪ Lim ited venture capital and investment a ctivity
in A frica

Limited Support on Business
Skills Building
▪ Lim ited understanding of business viability,
sca lability and sustainability
▪ La ck of sounding board for concepts/ ideas

Lack of Adequate Human
Resources and Skills
▪ Pr im arily fintech entrepreneur (m ost likely a
t ech ev angelist) driven having limited
bu siness acumen
▪ Deficient pool of resources who are suitable
for n im ble fintechs.
▪ Du e t o lim ited scale and funds, inability to
a t tract and retain the right talent

Lack of Regulatory Support
▪ La ck of conducive environment from
r egulatory standpoint to innovate

Fintech Needs

01

SKILLS AND
CAPACITIES

Skills and capacities to
manage the growth of the
Fintech

• Access to mentors (key expert
and subject matter specialists)
on strategy, technology and
operations
• Upgrading entrepreneurship skills
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02

ACTIONABLE
INSIGHTS OF
MARKETS

Insights to develop
solutions that are
actually needed by the
market segments

▪ Understanding of financial
markets

▪ Access to customer focused
insights - understanding of
financial needs, preferences and
challenges of different customer
segments
▪ Access to information on best
practises and lessons learned
from other initiatives

03

INNOVATION AND
REGULATORY
SUPPORT

Protect the interests of
the fintech as it
innovates

▪ Providing risk capital
▪ Providing IP protection
▪ Regulatory advocacy and Access
to sandboxes
▪ Support on compliance to
regulatory requirements

04

FINANCIAL AND
OTHER RESOURCES

Resources to meet the
strategic objectives of
the fintech

▪ Access to funding including
patient capital, grants, debt,
equity, and mezzanine funding
▪ Access to technology and
infrastructure related resources

Exercise 1.2 Fintechs and Microfinance

In table groups, discuss:
► How can fintechs support MFIs’ digital transformation?
(collaboration versus competition)
► How can investors support the fintech for MFIs’
transformation?
Please be prepared to present your responses in the plenary
Time: 8 mins
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Fintech Partners and MFIs’ Transformation
Type of Partner
Document management
systems’ firms
Process automation firms
Credit bureaus
Credit assessment companies

Others
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Role
Automate document management
Automate processes and work flows
Provide the past credit history of a borrower
Predict repayment behaviour based on psychometric
assessment
Other use cases

Examples of Fintech Partnership with MFIs and Benefits (1)

Sour ce: A r too Analysis
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Examples of Fintech Partnership with MFIs and Benefits (2)
Productivity
❑ Productivity up by
51%

Efficiency

❑

❑ Error reduction less
by 70%
❑ Data entry time less
by 50%

❑

TAT down by 75% as a
result

❑ Processes 1.5x as
many loans

❑

Real-time data
availability and fewer
iterations

❑ Enables low-caliber
field staff to perform
high-quality work

Sour c e: A r too Analysis
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Turn Around Time
(TAT) is a key
differentiator in
customer’s minds

❑

Borrower gets loan on
time

Origination

Portfolio quality

❑ Origination cost per
customer goes down by
60%
❑ Improved productivity
at all levels

❑ Elimination of costs
such as courier and
data entry vendor
❑ Profitability, scope of
delivery of loans at
lower interest rate

❑ Portfolio quality
increases
considerably
❑ Chances of selection
of bad clients
reduces significantly

Exercise 1.3 Investment Opportunities in Fintechs

In table groups, discuss:
► What opportunities do the investors have to invest in
fintechs?
► What attributes to look for a fintech to assess its social and
responsible focus?
► How to assess the investment worthiness of a Fintech?
Please be prepared to present your responses in the plenary
Time: 5 mins
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Way Forward: Nurture FinTechs to Support Microfinance Institutions Digital Quest

►

Select promising ideas and FinTech deployments that have the potential to
resolve the constraints identified based on the digital readiness assessment of
MFIs

►

Incubate such ideas to develop scalable solutions to support MFIs transform

►

Such FinTechs also are potential investments as they have a readily available
client base (MFIs) and have been built grounds-up from the support of the
investors (thus investors have innate knowledge of the promise of the FinTech)

►

Drive social and responsible design of financial solutions by Fintechs
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Way Forward: Nurture FinTechs to Support Microfinance Institutions Digital Quest
OPERATIONAL
Problem definition and marketing
Design sprints
Mentoring support
Strategy formulation
Operational design and business modelling
Product, processes, and policies development
Market insights and refinement of offerings to
cater to low-income and emerging-middle class
• Regulatory and policy compliance
• Partnerships to scale-up business
• Operational support needed to take product and
team from MVP to seed funding
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FINANCIAL
• Funding and capital structuring
• Financial projections and budgeting
• Investment – debt, equity, and mezzanine
funding
• Funding linkages
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TECHNICAL
Design sprints
Data analytics
Technology validation
APIs and linkages
Management Information Systems and
Decision Support System
• Risk Management
• Customer Relationship Management
• Advanced algorithms and big data analytics
•
•
•
•
•

MicroSave Corporate brochure
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Tel : +25-420-272-4801 | Fax : +25-420-272-0133 | Email : Isaac@MicroSave.net
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